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I am confident in future growth in Bulgaria
Ekkehard Neureither, Country Manager
for ABB in Bulgaria and Local Division Manager
for Low Voltage Products, Romania,
Bulgaria and Moldova in ABB

on a local scale in the daily operational business too. One of the best
examples for that is the further development of the Shared Account
Service in Bulgaria. We have also established a local HR function
where we will be able to handle and operate processes on à common
base like payment system, job applications and hiring people, as well
as supporting people career plans.

What is the specific development of the ABB Business divi-

sions? In which sector there will be your main priorities?

ABB is generally structured in 5 divisions. In Bulgaria we are operating
through the Power Products, Power Systems, Low Voltage Products and
Discrete Automation and Motion divisions.

Our intention within the Low Voltage Products division is to continue the
successful operations in Rakovski and Petrich. We are planning to start
up additional production lines in the new factory, also located in Rakovs-
ki. One of our strongest features is the extremelly broad product range
we can offer our customers. In my opinion there are excellent chances
for further growth in areas where ABB hasn't been that active in the past.

In the Power Products division we've developed a professional sales
team, delivering relay protections, control & communication systems
as well as medium and high voltage equipment to our utility and indus-
trial customers. Our goal is to get closer to our customers in order to
not only serve their daily needs, but also better follow the development
of their demands.

In Power Systems business the ABB Engineering and Project Manage-
ment team in Sofia is providing our customers with modern and efficient
soulutions. We believe that the key to success consists of early commu-
nication with customers and deep knowledge of ABB technologies. Hav-
ing excellent references, our company is traditionally recognized and
preferred as a partner for the utilities and major industries in the country,
being also chosen as a main partner for the renewable projects (wind
and PV). Driving the whole engineering process , our Power systems
team greatly contributed to the successfull introduction of the most mod-
ern and reliable solutions on the Bulgarian market. Our goal is to contin-
ue to be close to the needs of the Bulgarian energy market and provide
the right technical solutions solving them.

You declared that ABB business in the field of RES will contin-

ue to be a priority for the company development. How do you

estimate the current market situation in the RES sector in

Bulgaria and what are your expectations for the future?

Renewable energy is in the focus worldwide because it is the fu-
ture. Switzerland, for example, has declared its intention to have
100% RES electricity by 2017. EU has strongly emphasized the
priority of renewables in the energy sector. Bulgaria is also sup-
porting the integration of the renewables in the energy sector. How-
ever, in my opinion, this process has not been managed in the best
way possible so far. A kind of negative attitude even happens to
occure in the major local media in Bulgaria. No matter what, renew-
ables are the future!

We at ABB are keeping our focus on the RES sector, having the best
references in Wind & PV. We have modern and competitive solutions for
covering the greater part of such projects. The competent ABB team is
able to successfully manage the full scope of projects and effectively
serve this customer category. In Sofia we have also established a PV
Dispatch Centre responsible for control and monitoring of 85 MWp PV
energy. Thus we are ready to integrate more PV customers who need
professional O&M support of their business.

Dear Mr. Neureither, even you are well known for the Bulgar-

ian market due to your long years work in the country would

you please present yourself to the South-East European IN-

DUSTRIAL Market Magazine readers as the new Country Man-

ager for Bulgaria. What the Bulgarian industry and power sec-

tor specialists should know about you?

First of all, it is a pleasure to welcome you in our ABB Sofia office.
I joined ABB in 1992 after having studyied economics and engineering

at the Technical University in Karlsruhe. In the period 1996 -1998 I dedi-
cated my work to building up the ABB production unit in Petrich. Since
1998 I have had several different management positions in the compa-
ny. Until 2012 I was holding the global Business Unit Operations manag-
er for Control Products position. Last April I came back to Bulgaria, being
first responsible for the Local Division of Low Voltage products in Bulgar-
ia, Romania and Moldavia. Since June 2013 I am the new ABB Country
Manager of Bulgaria.

You start leading ABB Bulgaria in difficult times for our

country - full of instabilities and problems, and have the

challenge to continue the ascendant trend of ABB in Bul-

garia. What is motivating you in this mission and what are

your plans for the successful development of ABB Bulgaria

in the near future?

ABB has chosen Bulgaria as one of the locations where we would like
to further develop. So far we have had excellent experience in Petrich
and Rakovski. We also started new projects in Sevlievo and once again
in Rakovski. It is great for us having the opportunity to enlarge our local
organization. Yet it is also a big challenge, as we are parallelly making
major investments and increasing the staff by approximately 50%. At the
same time we are focused on maintaining the wholesales activities and
improving our positioning on the local Bulgarian market, while continuing
the successful development of ABB in Bulgaria.

In February this year ABB announced the merge of its Bulgar-

ian corporate units in order to centralize and optimize of its

management, processes and activities. Are there already pos-

itive results and if yes, in what aspects?

In our work we are constantly trying to harmonize and consolidate
processes, keeping them as useful as possible and not forgeting to act
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You are among the pioneers in founding the production facil-

ity of ABB in Petrich. What are your memories of the distant

1996, when ABB Control EOOD had started? What is the now-

adays of the production in Petrich and what do you plan for its

future development?

I have a lot of great memories, recalling my time back in Petrich. Among
them are the highly engaged and cooperative team, the impressive hospi-
tality, the spectrum of cultural events and most importantly - the good re-
sults we achieved and celebrated together. Having the full support of the
local municipality, town council and mayor was of great help and impor-
tance too. On the other hand it was an extremely tough time, both for the
country and the people. Two years ago we started with step-by-step refur-
bishments, which are still ongoing. That came as a result of our strong
intention to keep and develop the production unit in Petrich. Gladly, we
enjoy stable business relationships with our partners and the major focus
for the future is achieving operational excellence, productivity increase and
effective staff development, while assuring OHS and integrity.

In your opinion - how important are the significant investments

in production facilities of ABB in Bulgaria in general? How is

the construction of the new factory of the company in Rakovs-

ki develops? What are ABB plans of future development of the

production in Bulgaria?

The scale of the total investment shows the importance of that matter.
We are implementing innovative technologies, creating many new work-
ing places for a longterm period. Once again, these investments empha-
size the value of Bulgaria as a base for efficient manufacturing. Our
project in Rakovski has been running extremely well so far and on sched-
ule. We are parallelly going on with the refurbishment of the works in
Sevlievo, as we are determined to develop this factory as a feeder facto-
ry for gas insulated switchgear components.

Since last year you are holding the position of Local Division

Manager for Low Voltage Products for Romania, Bulgaria and

Moldova. How would you compare those markets? How do you

estimate your distribution network in Bulgaria and what are

your plans for sales growth in our country?

In all the three markets economy is really slowly growing. However, the
competition in Romania and Bulgaria is quite strong. Of course, the pop-
ulation in Romania is three times bigger, the industry more developed,
especially in the automotive industry sector. There are also more inter-
national OEMs there.

Regarding the distribution network, there is still potential for improve-
ments. In my point of view there are still many areas where we haven't
been active enough. So our company is planning to increase its pres-
ence in the strategic areas in future, achieving better recognition. I am
sure that the Bulgarian customers will prefer high quality and innovative
ABB products locally produced in Bulgaria. Having this in mind, I am
confident in future growth in Bulgaria.

You are leading ABB Bulgaria which employs more then 1300

people in the country. How do you estimate your team in Bul-

garia? What is the importance of having experienced and re-

liable managers in your team? What do you plan for the de-

velopment of the production and sales specialists skills and

qualification?

I am really glad to work within a highly engaged and motivated team
with a professional attitude towards ABB. In fact, we have highly qualified
and skilled employees in all of our branches and our intention is to con-
tinue investing in their further development. Of course, having experi-
enced managers is of huge importance. They are responsible for the
relentless processes, as well as for the results of the daily business. Our
managers are also focused on constant improvement of their employ-
ees' competence in all aspects , while keeping high attention on the key
priorities of ABB, Integrity and OHS.

We will continue to provide training for our people and we will keep and
extend the relations to the local universities, as we consider the employ-
ees as our biggest asset.

ROMBAT opens new production facility
in Bistrita

The Romanian battery producer ROMBAT has officially launched
its new production facility based in Bistrita. Thå new production
unit is specially de-
signed to manufacture
batteries in order to
equip cars with start-
stop technology and
regenerative breaking
system.

Situated in Bistrita,
the new ROMBAT pro-
duction facility repre-
sents a total investment of 83.4 million Lei, 32.8 million lei, of which,
has been financed through a governmental financial grant. The pro-
duction hall has a total surface area of 5,000 square meters sepa-
rated into 3 main production areas (plates manufacturing, assem-
bling and battery formation) as well as battery storage area.

The production unit is equipped with the latest technology on the
market in 2012, with the total value of the equipment being some
15,4 million euro. In addition, the entire plant was designed to
achieve exceptional environmental performance, a good example
being the CO2 emissions, which are 100 times lower than the legal
limit allows. Also extremely important is the social aspect of the
investment, 108 new job opportunities have been created.

In all three production units that the company owns in Bistrita,
ROMBAT manufactures conventional batteries for the complete

range of passenger and commercial vehicles as well as for indus-
trial applications.

By opening the new production
facility, the company has as a
main target the ability to meet re-
quirements of the future market,
by being already prepared to de-
liver 700,000 batteries annually
using EFB and AGM top technol-
ogies. The investment marks a
significant moment on the market
and represents the extension of
the Batteries Producer's capacity
to 3.3 million batteries in order to
match the business actions of the
company on external markets.

The company has maintained
the leading position in the Roma-
nian Aftermarket segment, with sales doubling in the period be-
tween 2006 and 2012. In the OEM segment, ROMBAT has con-
tinued its traditional partnership with DACIA Renault and extend-
ed new partnership relations delivering batteries for DACIA,
Renault, Peugeot and Nissan. On the external market, over 60
percent of Rombat products are sold in Germany, Italy, Bulgaria,
Spain and Great Britain; with biggest market share in France, at
10% of the market.
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SEE NEWS

Japan Tobacco International
opens tobacco-processing line in

its plant in Serbia
A new and improved tobacco processing

line was opened at the Japan Tobacco Interna-
tional (JTI) plant in Senta, northern Serbia. The
line is part of a USD 6 million investment by JTI

in its production facilities and business in Ser-
bia this year. The new facility is increasing the
processing capacity by 30 percent, employing
another 40 seasonal workers and thus showing
the company's intention to further develop its

operations in Serbia.
The investment is even more important if one

takes into account that JTI is operating in an envi-
ronment where illegal tobacco trafficking is going
to cause as much RSD 18 billion in losses to Ser-

bia's budget in 2013. That is why JTI welcomes a
quick and determined reaction by the government
in preventing and punishing illegal tobacco traf-
ficking, JTI director for Western Balkans Chris
Woods stated.

"It is important for Serbia to become an attrac-
tive place for investments to successful compa-
nies like JTI and remain a reliable partner, so we
could motivate them to invest in Serbia. That is
why the ministry is doing everything to protect the

sale of tobacco and eliminate illegal trafficking",
said Serbia's Minister of Agriculture Dragan Glam-
ocic, quoted by Tanjug.

Since it purchased Duvanska Industrija Senta
in 2006, JTI has invested more than USD 140 mil-

lion, modernized the production facilities, started
producing tobacco and exported cigarettes and
tobacco worth USD 95 million.
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Bosphorus tunnel inaugurated
The subsea tunnel of Istanbul that will con-

nect Europe with Asia by rail through the wa-
ters of Bosphorus was inaugurated on October
29th which marks the 90th anniversary of the
founding of the Turkish Republic. The tunnel,
part of the Marmaray project, was officially

launched by Turkish President Abdullah Gul,
Prime Minister Recep Erdogan and Prime Min-
ister of Japan Shinzo Abe.

The subsea tunnel is 1.4 kilometers in length
while the entire project that consists of 5 stations

is 13.6 kilometers long. It is estimated that one
million passengers will move between the two
shores on a daily basis. The distance on both
shores of the Bosphorus will be covered in just 3.5
minutes. Marmaray was built alongside the Anato-

lian fault and could withstand earthquakes as large
as 7.5 points on the Richter scale.

The construction of Marmaray begun in 2006
and the total cost of the project has reached USD
4 billion. The underwater tunnel was built by Japa-

nese engineers at a depth of 60 meters. Turkish
construction companies took part in the construc-
tion of the project under the guidance of the Japa-
nese. The project is considered important because
until today the two shores of Bosphorus were con-

nected only by road via the two Bosphorus bridg-
es and this is the first time a railway connection
will be put in operation.

Recep Erdogan considers Marmaray to be one
of the most important works during his time in

office and this is why he wanted the inauguration
to coincide with the 90th anniversary of the found-
ing of the Turkish Republic. The next goal of the
Erdogan government, as announced, is for Turkey
to be amongst the richest and most developed

countries in the world by 2023, on the 100th anni-
versary of the founding of the Republic.

Devnya Cement Boasts
a Longstanding Commitment

to Sustainability

Serge Schmidt
Executive Director of Devnya
Cement AD & Vulkan Cement AD

What specific measures aimed to pre-

vent harmful effects on the environ-

ment are enshrined in the corporate

policies of Devnya Cement?

As part of Italcementi Group, the 5th largest
cement producer in the world and member of
the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, Devnya Cement is strongly ded-
icated to find a better balance between corpo-
rate business growth, environmental protection
and public social responsibility. In Bulgaria,
Devnya Cement is a plant with a long history
that prides itself with its longstanding commit-
ment to sustainability. Globally, we have 7 cor-
porate Sustainability policies that include Safe-
ty, Quality, Human Rights, Environment, Ener-
gy, Social Initiatives and Health. Personally, I
consider that it is the Management's responsi-
bility to integrate these policies in the compa-
ny's core business strategy and for all employ-
ees to remain devoted and apply the policies
in their everyday work activities. The work of
our Sustainable Development department is
not only concentrated on preventing, minimiz-
ing and mitigating the environmental impact,
but going even further to engage and actively
promote environmentally-friendly behavior
among all staff members, striving to continu-
ously encourage environmentally sustainable
innovation, eco-efficient technologies and
management systems.

In answer to your question, the specific mea-
sures aimed to prevent harmful effects on the
environment that are enshrined in the corpo-
rate policies of Devnya Cement include eight
key priorities that we are all strongly commit-

ted to continuously improve:
� Proactively addressing the challenges of cli-

mate change ensuring reduction of green-
house gas emissions, with focus on renew-
able energy sources and efficient use of
energy ;

� Responsible use of resources including fos-
sil fuels and raw materials;

� Reduction of water consumption and main-
tenance of its quality ;

� Waste management - minimizing the gen-
eration of hazardous and other waste, pro-
moting reuse and recycle of materials,
where feasible, and disposal of waste in a
safe and responsible manner;

� Employee health and safety;
� Local impact on land and communities - de-

veloping rehabilitation plans for all its active
quarry operations, caring for the existing
biodiversity and fostering conservation of
endangered species;

� Reporting and communications - conduct-
ing regular environmental audits and ensur-
ing open and transparent communication;

� Ensuring that all plants and equipment are
designed, operated and maintained to min-
imize environmental risks.

It is truly a great honor for us to have our
relentless efforts recognized by the Bulgari-
an government as well as different national
institutions. We are holders of numerous en-
vironmental awards including the 3rd prize
Certificate "The Greenest Companies in Bul-
garia for 2011" - commemorating the compa-
ny's green achievements and proactive green
behavior and the most recent prestigious en-
vironmental award "Green Business of 2013"
by the Ministry of Environment & Water, for
the active engagement and self-funded
projects and initiatives that are continuously
implemented in the company.

What projects have you realized in

terms of efficient use of resources?

As I have already mentioned, internally,
Devnya Cement periodically organizes envi-
ronmental projects driven by the employees,
fully engaging them so to increase their aware-
ness with regards to environmental conserva-
tion in the form of department competitions that
are based on the achievement of annual tar-
gets concerning the reduction of waste gener-
ation, increasing waste separation, reducing
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fuel and energy usage, paper utilization, indi-
vidual green behavior etc. In my opinion, these
are very successful initiatives that bring peo-
ple together, develop solidarity and solidify the
team atmosphere that is centered towards the
achievement of one and the same goal. Just
to name a few, our employees have been en-
gaged in the "Live Green Challenge", the
"Greenest Department" competition, and the
"Let's Clean Bulgaria for 1 Day" campaigns
that promote the more conscious management
of resources in the company and ensure a
more environmentally sustainable work atmo-
sphere for all employees working on the Com-
pany's premises, as well as doing our part in
securing the environmental wellbeing of the
surrounding communities.

The many initiatives taken by Devnya Ce-
ment have also been rewarded by internation-
al recognitions, such as the ISO 9001 - Quality
Management Certificate, ISO 14001 - Environ-
ment Management System, ISO 14064 - Car-
bon Footprint Certificate, fulfilling the highest
demands of the local market, as well as all Eu-
ropean standards and regulations. The Com-
pany is also certified under ISO 50001 - Ener-
gy Management System.

Can you share the achievements of

Devnya Cement related to the utiliza-

tion of alternative fuels?

Worldwide, Italcementi Group is renowned for
engaging in continual research and application
of new technologies that reduce the existing
'carbon dependency' associated with manufac-
turing, using alternative energy source such as
waste or others non-contaminated products. It
is a well established fact that the cement manu-
facturing process typically allows for relevant
opportunities to use recycled materials: this
could be in the form of partial substitution of raw
materials or fuels, reducing the environmental
pressure on non-renewable resources. The
Technical and Sustainable Development de-
partments of Devnya Cement are continuously
involved in testing and researching of biomass
utilization in the kilns as an alternative energy
source. We are all eagerly awaiting the  New
Line for the production of clinker and cement
project, an investment of over M EUR 160 cur-
rently underway at Devnya which, in compliance
with all local legislation, will allow us to utilize
RDF (refuse derived fuel) and biomass fuel in
these new installations. With the advanced fea-
tures introduced by the new production line, the
utilization of RDF and other type of alternative
fuels in the cement plant will ensure emission
levels well below the ones required by the legis-
lation on the co-incineration of waste, and will
be completely in line with Bulgaria's obligations
to the EU in this field.

How do you perform your monitoring of

the environmental impact?

I believe that we are very strict in monitoring
our impact on the environment. This is a com-
mitment that we hold at highest regard. In rela-
tion to the integrated Environmental Manage-

ment System, Devnya Cement AD has under-
taken a series of activities directed at improving
its energy efficiency. Intending to shift its focus
more on energy issues, in December 2010 the
company became a pioneer by obtaining a Cer-
tificate for Energy Management System (EMS)
in conformity with Standard EN 16001:2009. In
November 2011, Devnya Cement successfully
passed the process of conversion from EN
16001 to the newly established standard ISO
50001:2011. Being the first to implement the
Environment Management System in the coun-
try is a giant stride forward that confirms our
commitment and our leading position in the sec-
tor and in all of Bulgaria.

Furthermore, the company also led the way
with the ISO 14064 Carbon Footprint - issued
to Devnya Cement on the basis of the compa-
ny's practices for minimizing of electricity con-
sumption and carbon dioxide emissions sav-
ings. Our company was the absolute first in
Bulgaria to obtain this certificate that assesses
and verifies the greenhouse gas emissions of
the company.

In my opinion, these two major achieve-
ments demonstrate that we are a driving force
who proactively change our approach to the
environment and advocate for such green
ethical behavior.

What technologies do you specifically

use for the implementation of environ-

mental projects in your company?

As a subsidiary of Italcementi Group, our pri-
mary focus is on innovation, the application of
new technologies and know-how. Among the
main achievements concerning technologies
for environmental projects implementation are:

� In 2001 Devnya Cement plant installed the
first continuous monitoring devices in Bul-
garia enabling the permanent control of air
emissions. The investment for this installa-
tion amounted to 500 000 Euro and in 2003
additional equipment was installed at the
amount of 250 000 Euro. Bulgaria - an in-
vestment valued at 500 000 Euro. In 2003,
additional equipment worth 250 000 Euro
was installed. The installation allows differ-
ent signals to be transmitted to the kiln con-
trol room, available to facilitate the work of
the operator. Each half an hour, the aver-
age value is recorded and, at the end of the
month, these reports are sent to RIEW (Re-
gional Inspectorate of Environment and
Water). The continuous monitoring system
has a very important role in process optimi-
zation and the decrease of the environmen-
tal impact.

� Devnya Cement is actively contributing to
valorize wastes from other industrial pro-
cesses in Varna region by including them
as alternative raw materials in its produc-
tion process. Cement production is an en-
ergy intensive process but, this allows us to
be among the very few in Bulgaria able to
utilize production waste as a partial substi-
tution of the traditional raw materials.

� Full recycling of industrial and rain sewer-

age waters at the Devnya Cement plant
eliminates the risk of contamination of the
local Devnenska River, as well as reducing
water usage.

What new projects are you planning to

implement in the short-term?

The project that first comes to mind is our
currently ongoing New Line project for the
production of clinker and cement that start-
ed in April 2012 with the company's accep-
tance of the Class A Investment Certificate.
We are counting down the days until the
commissioning of the new plant, planned
in early 2015.

In my opinion, by far, this is the most signifi-
cant project, since it is one of the largest in-
vestments made in Bulgaria in the last quarter
century and since it will bring the best avail-
able technology in cement production to the
country with the most modern and up-to-date
process, safety and environmental control sys-
tems in line with the European Environmental
requirements and standards. This makes me
and everyone else, part of Italcementi Group,
extremely proud. The new cement installation
will have enormous local, regional and nation-
al benefits since it will allow the company to
continue to meet the important cement de-
mand on the domestic market in support of the
growing need of infrastructure projects, roads
and bridges, as well as a wide variety of resi-
dential and non-residential construction works.

Some of the noteworthy economic and envi-
ronmental benefits include the following:

� Fuel consumption will be reduced by up to
50%, consequently considerably reducing
CO2 emissions

� NOx emissions will be reduced by more
than 50% and SO2 emissions will be low-
ered by over 80%

� The new production facility will be capable
of efficiently utilizing alternative fuel sourc-
es and two handling systems, one for RDF
(refuse derived fuel) and one for biomass

� Reduction of  dust emissions by approxi-
mately 90% Plant water demand will be
greatly reduced and a new water treatment
plant is being constructed for the prelimi-
nary treatment of rain water from the pro-
duction site

� The improvements in overall quality control
and clinker quality from the new kiln is ex-
pected to deliver a very consistent quality
cement to the market

It is no secret that we are extremely grateful
to have this opportunity to incorporate the of
top-of-the-line existing cement production
technologies in the Devnya plant. In this way,
Italcementi Group aspires to transform the
plant facilities into a greener pasture by reduc-
ing its carbon footprint and making a dashing
long-term impact towards a greener economy
and industry regionally. I and the rest of the
Devnya Cement team feel that we are doing
something truly innovatory and historical and
we are looking forward to the forthcoming mile-
stone in 2015.
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Innovation is crucial to our customers' growth

Ramanath Ramakrishnan
Executive Vice President and Chief Technology Officer at Eaton

What is Eaton's research and develop-

ment work focused on these days?

As a power management company, we develop
innovative products and solutions to help our cus-
tomers manage electrical, hydraulic and mechani-
cal power safely, efficiently, reliably and in a sus-
tainable way, to meet their most demanding power
management needs.

We conduct applied research across several key
areas at Eaton, including:

� Materials science for metallic, non-metallic and
nano-materials;

� Advanced manufacturing processing technolo-
gies;

� Next-generation mechanical, hydrostatic trans-
mission systems;

� Advanced internal combustion engine air man-
agement systems;

� Mechatronics, power electronics, arc science
with an emphasis on advancing circuit protec-
tion devices, to system controls that combine
sensors, information and decision technologies
to help minimize energy consumption - be it for
commercial vehicles, aircrafts or a micro-grid.

One of the major market segments we concen-
trate on is machinery original equipment manu-
facturers (MOEM). In terms of research and de-
velopment and product offerings, this segment
constitutes a substantial proportion of our invest-
ment activity, ranging from electrical to electro-
hydraulic technologies. Everything we do in this
segment centers on lean automation - that is to
say the elimination of waste in design as well as
the simplification of connectivity and communica-
tion between devices. We also help minimize in-
stallation and commissioning time, and lower the
cost of operations. Taken together, energy effi-
ciency, reliability, uptime and safety for humans
and machines are the key benefits our solutions
deliver for end users.

Could you give our readers an example

of your work for machinery OEMs?

As I mentioned, lean automation continues to be
a big customer value driver for solutions in this seg-
ment. Lean automation is all about eliminating
waste; it starts with connecting the various "assets"

such as machines, electro-hydraulic valves, electri-
cal circuit breakers, switches, sensors and relays
using the minimum of wiring and simplified commu-
nications architectures. We also implement diag-
nostics and prognostics algorithms that sense vari-
ous operating parameters such as pressure, posi-
tion, temperatures, current flows, voltage and fre-
quency variations and can thereby monitor the
overall health and availability of the system. Lean
connectivity and communications also means mini-
mum design and commissioning times. We are also
developing solutions to monitor the health of mo-
tors without the addition of any additional sensors
to help predict impending failures, so that we can
help make the right condition-based maintenance
recommendations. We connect the dots and offer
a comprehensive solution. These are some of the
important areas of research which make up a size-
able portion of our investment.

OK, you offer seamless integration of

electric drives and hydraulics etc. Is

there a "one size fits all" software solu-

tion?

In terms of architectural structure, we want to en-
sure that the choice we make is the right one, as
that practically determines everything else. Imag-
ine the architecture as the foundation on which we
build, and we either connect the physical product to
it - that could be a valve-actuating mechanism - or
the algorithms, whether they are a communication
or a prognostics/diagnostics algorithm. The archi-
tecture is absolutely crucial. And I think that our
major challenge is to strike a balance between pro-
prietary and open architectures so that we can work
together with our partners and they can integrate
their solutions simply and effectively within our sys-
tem. Beyond this, we also supply some in-house
products, for example SmartWire-DT. But that, too,
is an open platform: in terms of MOEM and Smart-
Wire-DT technology, we have three partners who
offer their own solutions in the form of hardware,
and we have developed an architecture using which
they can connect their solutions to our system.

Could you give our readers an example

of the benefits of SmartWire-DT?

Let me give a real world application of this tech-
nology. In Germany, we deployed a solution us-
ing SmartWire-DT in a potato sorting plant in Ba-
varia. The system was quite complex and quite
large. 250 drives for conveyor belts, pumps, fans
and machines had to be connected. The solutions
provider first looked into how he could intercon-
nect these devices in a conventional way. It be-
came clear that he would have had to lay a kilo-
meter of cables. Using SmartWire-DT and the oth-
er solutions, the complexity was reduced and ca-
ble lengths shrank to around 50 m. This simplicity
and the "leanness" of the connectivity and com-
munication also, however, reduce the overall com-
plexity. The benefits of this decreased complexity
are lower costs. Installation is faster, commission-
ing times fall. And of even greater importance from

an engineering viewpoint: the less complex a so-
lution, the more reliable it is, as it means fewer
components. For the end user, i.e. the potato sort-
er, this is the more reliable solution. If we look at
the life cycle in terms of maintenance, the latter is
also reduced because the complexity of the over-
all system has fallen. This is a good example of
how our customers genuinely profit from us unit-
ing all these technologies and, on this basis, be-
ing in a position to create a one-stop solution.

What do you see as the next step, what

kind of innovations will we find in your

product range a few years from now?

One of the key areas we are focusing on is con-
nectivity and the development of solutions which use
as little energy as possible. We want to make sure
that our devices are extremely efficient and can be
connected with minimum complexity. An important
priority will be the algorithms, the acquisition of infor-
mation. In the final analysis, anyone can collect data.
The question is what you do to generate information
from these data and derive the correct course of ac-
tion. This is the role of the diagnostics and prognos-
tics algorithms we use to minimize energy consump-
tion and maximize asset uptime across the entire
system. This continues to be one our major areas of
research and development - now and into the future.
Another key area is improving the safety of the de-
vices. A large part of our work involves very high
electrical and hydraulic powers that are packaged in
very compact envelopes or footprints, and the safety
of humans and systems that these electro-hydraulic
solutions protect is paramount to everything we de-
liver. Simplicity when it comes to installation is also
an important issue. We are convinced that simpler
hardware and operation results in a more reliable
system. Designing things to be simple is not easy at
all. The simpler the device, the more work has gone
into its development and design. This is also a key
focus of our daily work.

In your opinion, how important is re-

search and development for machinery

OEMs?

We believe that innovation - in whatever sector,
segment or region - is crucial to the growth of our
customers, crucial for business, crucial to the
growth of nations. We see innovation as "monetiz-
ing valuable novelties." A novelty is something new
to the world or to our customers that provides great
value, where the benefits outweigh the costs. This
and the ability of our organization to monetize in a
timely manner make our customers successful -
because our customers' success is our success.
We are convinced that innovation is absolutely cru-
cial to both our customers and the world's econo-
mies, and we want to be at the forefront in develop-
ing innovative power management solutions that
are safe, efficient, reliable and sustainable to meet
our customers' most demanding energy manage-
ment challenges.

Source: SPS Magazine
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Industrial exhibitions in Sofia in 2014 -
New horizons for business

Between 5 - 7 March 2014, Inter Expo Center - Sofia will hold the specialized industrial
exhibitions of MachTech & Metal, IFAM, INTRONIKA and PLAST. They will present innova-
tions in mechanical engineering and tooling (MachTech & Metal), in automation, robotics
and mechatronics (IFAM), professional and industrial electronics and components (INTRON-
IKA), and in the sector of plastics and rubber industry (PLAST).

The prospects for these forums, their preparation and organization, and the benefits
for businesses are the issues we are now discussing with the organizers of the exhibition,
Mr. Ivaylo Ivanov, manager of Bulgarreklama Agency Ltd., and Mr. Tony Laznik, manager
of Slovenian company I.C.M.d.o.o.

Mr. Ivanov , what's new in your expectations for the forthcoming

specialized exhibitions MachTech & Metal, IFAM, INTRONIKA,

PLAST in 2014 ?

The outcomes of the 2013 exhibitions showed that Bulgarian companies are
well-positioned amongst the big international companies. We found that Bulgar-
ian industry proved to be competitive and that it creates world class innovations.
We also found that this industry has many opportunities - including those for
small businesses. And bearing in mind the considerable part of the participants
in the exhibition so far were well-established and popular companies, in 2014
we would like to achieve more things, specifically for the small and medium-
sized business sector. Which is why we suggest some new opportunities.

There is an option for young entrepreneurs registered not earlier than 14
months before the start of the exhibition. They could get a 40% discount for
participation. This is an incentive to support the efforts of developing businesses
to enter a new market - either through outsourcing or subcontracting for specific
projects. A similar initiative would provide greater opportunities for commercial
or industrial partnership.

There are also preferences foreseen for companies that take part for the first
time in any of the four thematic segments. There is a 20% discount of the price
for empty exhibition space.

The Business Forum is also a platform for participating companies to present
their products and concepts for development to their partners and customers.
The presentations and workshops are integrated in the program for 5 -7 March.

There is a new highlight in 2014 - we develop a project for an engineering fair
in the sectors of industry. The aim is to bring together young professionals start-
ing-up a career in this profession and this business that for a long time lacked
qualified personnel. We want the specialized exhibitions of MachTech & Metal,
IFAM, INTRONIKA and PLAST to be a bridge between theory and practice and
be another opportunity for development of young people here, in Bulgarian in-
dustry where they have a place.

What do you think would be the benefits for Bulgarian companies

from their participation in specialized exhibitions?

The IndustryMatchMaking event attracted great interest in 2013. Within a one-
day conference we registered participation by 63 companies from Bulgaria, En-
gland, Turkey, Greece, Serbia and Ireland. The event proved to be effective,
having successfully generated a number of ideas for joint business cooperation,
transfer and exchange of technology and experts, or complete joint projects. We
believe that given the ambitious task we have set, and namely to support small
businesses, this initiative will again be warmly accepted and will enjoy even
greater interest.

I would like to emphasize one more advantage for small businesses, provided
by the highly specialized exhibitions - they can get a better visibility and demon-
strate their capacity in front of a most appropriate audience.

A similar effect was achieved by our media partners, having an adequate
profile that also helps companies gain greater visibility and acquaint a wider
audience with their work and products. Though smaller, the specialized exhibi-
tions are extremely professional and focus on the most topical and novel issues
in a specific domain, or a sector of industry.

At the same time we have our expectations towards the participants. They are
not just "consumers" of our products. Our work is profoundly based on partner-
ship with these companies.

What would you recommend to your exhibitors for their successful

participation at the specialized forums of MachTech & Metal, IFAM,

INTRONIKA and PLAST?

Taking part in an exhibition is a dynamic process of interaction and comple-
mentarity between the organizers and exhibiting companies.

We are in charge of creating the best possible conditions for participants - from

preparation to closing of the exhibition. At the very beginning of the concept we
make an estimate of necessary resources in all aspects, attracting foreign com-
panies and partners in the organization process, analyzing events from the side-
events programs, looking for the most rational schemes for advertising and me-
dia coverage, chase maximum comfort and convenience for exhibitors and visi-
tors, etc. The idea is that businesses should benefit as much as possible.

We expect from them utmost efforts, timely and quick response both in the
preparation and in conducting the exhibition. The earlier a company is clear
about their purpose of participation, as part of their overall marketing strategy,
the greater the effect in short-term and long-term planning.

Our experience says that the companies expect more added value from their
active and massive use of the communication channels - business audience
(broadcasting to clients, contractors, potential partners, etc.)., media, advertis-
ing methods, before and during the days of the exhibition.

Should all opportunities are timely and well thought-out and implemented, then the
impact for the company itself and the exhibition as a whole is increased. We believe
the image of an exhibition is created and protected by all parties concerned.

Mr. Laznik, what are your expectations for the participation of for-

eign companies in MachTech & Metal, IFAM, INTRONIKA and PLAST

in 2014?

As you all know very well, exhibitions are always reflecting the economy in
each country as a mirror. If the economic situation in a country is stable and
shows prosperity, then respectively foreign business partners - whether exhibi-
tors or buyers (visitors) have bigger interest. It's very difficult to describe pro-
spective for all topics together.  Also, we have to be aware that each EU country
looks at Bulgaria with different expectations. If I try to answer generally, then I'm
very positive for the future. Still, we need to note that if domestic companies do
not recognize the advantages and the variety of options provided by the B2B
exhibitions we organize and they don't take decisions to participate at right time,
then we all lose, mostly exhibitors and professional visitors.

By taking a decision at the right time, each exhibitor gets plenty of possibilities
to use as many of the numerous marketing options we provide, as he wants.
The earlier he applies, the more time to start establishing contacts with already
known business partners as well with new ones - potential buyers he will have.
The same applies also for visitors. If they get informed exhibitors, about what to
expect, if they attend also the B2B Matchmaking event, each day (it is a con-
stant activity on our Exhibitions) then the good results and success will come!

Your company organizes exhibitions in the same fields in Slovenia

and Serbia, besides Bulgaria. What is the potential of these topics in

Bulgaria, according to you?

True, the opportunities in Bulgaria differ from those in Slovenia or Serbia. This
is obvious also on the industrial segment you have here. Compared to the other
two countries, your potential is not in the automotive industry (at the moment,
but there is no reason to not change in future) which is most asked segment for
automation. But you have many more others which you have and need to devel-
op. Your strongest economic segment offer good potential and you have to start
using it much more.

Mr. Ivaylo Ivanov Mr. Tony Laznik
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Line filter - The last barrier in the switch
mode power supply

Motivation for the line filter
Switch mode power supplies result in conducted interference because they generate radio

interference voltage on the mains side. This can interfere with other equipment supplied with
mains power. Line filters help to suppress the generated radio interference voltage. These can
easily be designed from passive components such as current-compensated line chokes and
X / Y capacitors. This article concerns the design of a single-phase line filter.

Parasitic currents at the switch mode power supply input
Parasitic currents result in radio interference voltage via impedances. Figure 1 shows the

main current flow of parasitic currents in a switch mode power supply.

Initially, a high frequency active current "idm" flows on the mains side with the pulse frequen-
cy of the switching regulator which results in differential mode interference. Caused by fast
switching processes of semiconductor components, usually MOSFETs, high frequency oscil-
lations occur in combination with parasitic effects. In principle, the differential mode current
flows from the mains power line "L" over a rectifier bridge, then over the primary winding of the
isolating transformer, over the MOSFET and over the neutral conductor "N" back to the mains.
The MOSFET is mounted on a heat sink for the cooling. In turn, this is connected to the
protective earth conductor "PE". Capacitive coupling between the heat sink and the drain of
the MOSFET occurs here and produces common mode interference. A capacitively coupled
common mode current "icm" now flows over the earth line "PE" back to the switch mode power
supply input where it is coupled again via parasitic capacitance both on the mains power line
"L" as well as on the neutral line "N". The common mode current "icm" now flows as shown in
Figure 1 over both mains power lines, via the rectifier bridge to the MOSFET, where it is again
parasitically coupled via the heat sink to the earth line "PE".

Expected interference spectrum
The rectified mains voltage is applied at the drain-source section. The peak level of the

rectified mains voltage corresponds to:

(E-1)

A switch mode power supply with pulse frequency of 100 kHz has been used as an exam-
ple. For this pulse frequency, the timing signal corresponds to "T" 10 µs. The pulse duration is
2 õs. Based on this, the duty cycle can first be determined:

(E-2)

Assuming that the current through the rectifier bridge is trapezoidal, the EMC spectrum
without line filter and without further Fourier transformation can be approximately determined.
The first break point of the envelope of the spectrum is needed first:

(E-3)

The first corner-over frequency of the envelope of the spectrum enclosing amplitude density
is analogous to this:

(E-4

The first harmonic amplitude can be determined from this:

(E-5)

Based on the assumption that the parasitic coupling capacitance "Cp" between the switch
mode power supply and ground is 20pF, the first harmonic common mode current can now be
determined:

(E-6)

The radio interference voltage is measured using mains simulation and an EMC test receiv-
er. Due to the parallel connection of the 50 Ω input impedance of the EMC test receiver and
the 50 Ω output impedance of the mains simulation, total impedance "Z" of 25 Ω is produced.
The measured radio interference voltage "Vcm" can now be calculated:

(E-7)

 Converted to dBµV, this gives:

 (E-8)

The result of the calculation is that high conducted emission can be expected. For example,
the product family standard EN 55022 can be used here for assessment of the interference
emission. In the frequency range of 0.15 MHz to 0.5 MHz, it defines a permissible interference
level of 66 dBµV to 56 dBµV of the quasi peak. Figure 2 shows the result of the measurement
of the conducted radio interference voltage of this switch mode power supply without line filter.

The measurement shows that a line filter is absolutely essential.

Design of a line filter
Figure 3 shows the schematic design of a simple single-phase line filter. W  rth Elektronik

provides various models of line chokes, such as the WE-CMB series, for the construction of
line filters. A line choke basically consists of a MnZn ring core on which there are two geomet-
rically separated windings wound in opposite directions. Figure 4 shows the design of the WE-
CMB. In this case, the WE-CMB acts like a filter coil which counteracts the current and reduc-
es its amplitude. A common mode choke with as low as possible SRF in the lowest frequency
range should be used because the switch mode power supply used here switches with very
low pulse frequency. Low SRF causes high attenuation in the lower frequency range.

 A suitable WE-CMB of the XS design of 39 mH has been selected for this. Figure 5 shows
the characteristic curve of its attenuation in the 50 Ω system.

 A distinction is always made in the attenuation be-
tween the common mode (black line) and differential
mode (red, dashed line) suppression. In common
mode operation, the WE-CMB line choke reaches its
maximum attenuation at 150 kHz. However, the at-
tenuation drops with increasing frequency. Other X /
Y capacitors are required because the line filter
should suppress interference up to 30 MHz. An X
capacitor is placed both before as well as after the
line filter to block differential mode interference from
the mains side and the switch mode power supply.
With its leakage inductance, the WE-CMB in combi-
nation with the X capacitor forms a low pass filter
which reduces the differential mode interference and
subsequent common mode interference. Two X ca-
pacitors with a value of 330 nF have been selected
here as an example. Their SRF is approx. 2 MHz.

Stefan Klein

W  rth Elektronik eiSos

GmbH & Co.KG

Figure 2: Radio interference voltage of a switch mode power supply
without line filter

Figure 3: Single-phase line filter Figure

 Figure 4: Design of the WE-CMB

Figure 1: Parasitic currents at the switch mode power supply input
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Figure 6: Radio interference voltage with line filter

Figure 5 Attenuation of the WE-CMB XS 39 mH

 For safety reasons, a resistor must be placed on the mains side in parallel with the X
capacitor to discharge the capacitor if the switch mode power supply is disconnected from the
mains. A varistor should also be placed before the line filter so that transient overvoltages
from the mains are short-circuited. W  rth Elektronik disk varistors from the WE-VD series are
ideally suitable for this. Overload protection must also not be missing. This should always be
placed before the varistor. The protection trips in the case of a short-circuit by the varistor. Y
capacitors are required for further suppression of the common mode interference. In combina-
tion with the WE-CMB, they form a corner frequency "fo" which is defined by the "Thomson"
oscillation equation:

(E-9)

Attenuation of 40 dB is required to achieve below the permissible interference level of 66 dBµV
(at 150 kHz). This corresponds to a decade in the logarithmic representation. One tenth of the
pulse frequency is used as factor for the corner frequency or further calculation of the Y capaci-
tors. The oscillation equation is now converted and used to determine the X capacitance:

(E-10)

As two Y capacitors are needed, the calculated value is divided by two. Y capacitors con-
duct common mode interference from the switch mode power supply back to the protective
earth. As, depending on the device type, only leakage currents of 0.25 mA to ≤ 3,5 mA are
permissible, no capacitance with a value greater than 4.7 nF should be used. Two Y capaci-
tors with an E 12 value of 2.2 nF have been selected for this reason. Figure 6 shows the result
of the measurement with this line filter.

The EMC test of the radio interference voltage is passed with filter. The smallest signal to
interference ratio of 10 dB of the quasi peak is present at the lowest frequency of 150 kHz.
Quasi peak and average peak are far below the permissible interference level in the other
frequency range.

Optimisation of the line filter
It is also possible to further increase the signal to interference ratio in the lower frequency

range. Two X capacitors with 330 nf are replaced with two 1.5 1,5 µF X capacitors for this.
Figure 7 shows the measurement of the optimised line filter.

The change of the capacitance causes a reduction of the radio interference voltage of ap-
prox. 15 dB in the lower frequency range. A greater signal to interference ratio has been

achieved and a good line filter designed.

Error due to dispensing with line choke
It is often tried at the beginning to only use X and Y capacitors to suppress interference in

order to dispense with a common mode choke. However this is contrary to the principle of the
line filter of counteracting the interference current by adding a high-impedance filter element.
The radio interference voltage using the same filter without common mode choke has been
measured as an experiment. Figure 8 shows the measurement.

As expected, the interference emission in the lower frequency range increases strongly
without the WE-CMB line choke. At 200 kHz, the quasi peak shows a value of approx.78 dBµV
and the average peak shows a value of 60 dBµV. The permissible interference level is ex-
ceeded up to 600 kHz both by the quasi peak as well as by the average peak. A line filter
without line choke is inadequate!

Additional differential mode filter
If the differential mode suppression using the WE-CMB and the X capacitors is not sufficient,

an additional differential mode filter consisting of two coils connected in series helps. Figure 9
shows the design.

The W  rth Elektronik coils WE-TI HV and WE-PD2 HV or the WE-SD series are ideally
suitable for the differential mode suppression. The WE-UKW series is recommended in the
case of high frequency interference. The "Thomson" oscillation equation can be used again
here to calculate the coils. If attenuation of 40 dB / decade would be required from each coil,
the calculation should be made with a corner frequency of one tenth of the pulse frequency.

The already used X value of the X capacitors can be used for the calculation of the coil:

(E-11)

As the coils for the differential mode current are in series, the calculated value is divided by
two. The next larger inductance value of a WE-TI HV would be 470 µH. It should be ensured
for the selection of a differential mode coil that its rated current "Ir" is far above the rated
current of the switch mode power supply input.

Result of the line filter
In conclusion, a line filter for switch mode power supplies without a common mode choke is

not sufficient. Individual capacitors are not sufficient to completely suppress the interference
emission. Additional longitudinal coils before the line filter help if further suppression of the
differential mode interference is required. Using a line filter, all interference levels are below
the permissible limit value and the switch mode power supply can pass an EMC test.

Literature
W  rth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG "Trilogy of Inductors", Application manual for EMC

filters, pulsed power supplies and HF circuits, 4th extended and revised edition, Dr. Thomas
Brander, Alexander Gerfer, Bernhard Rall, Heinz Zenkner.

Max-Eyth-Str.1

74638, Waldenburg, Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 7942-945-0

Fax: +49 (0) 7942-945-5000

E-mail: stefan.klein@we-online.de

Figure 7: Radio interference voltage with optimised line filter

Figure 9: Line filter with WE-CMB and WE-TI HV

Figure 8: Radio interference voltage with line filter without WE-CMB
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We are striving to provide the best customer
service by applying all possible means for
improving the existing production facilities

and introducing new solutions
Hristina Kovacheva, owner of Micron-20

Dear Mrs Kovacheva, please present Micron-20 as a history and

scope of activity to our readers?

Micron-20 is the first privately owned company in Bulgaria for PCB design,
manufacturing and assembling. The company was established in 1991 and its
production capacity and wide range of clients have been growing ever since.
This is being achieved through the efforts and hard work of its young and enthu-
siastic staff whose top priority is mastering cutting-edge technology and innova-
tions in the field.

What is your production capacity?

Micron-20 has specialized in whole range - from prototypes and small series to
middle and big volumes, meeting very tight deadlines for shortest possible peri-
ods of time. That is why we pride ourselves on being flexible and able to com-
pete on the market. We produce monthly approximately 1000 types of single-
sided and double-sided as well as multi-layer PCB.

100% of our production is made in Bulgaria in our two factories - in Sofia and
Gabrovo.

What kind of assembly and surface finishing technologies do you use?

We use two Pick and Place machine model PLM 2000 with approximate ca-
pacity 4000 comp/h and cappabilty of populating wide range of components. For
surface finishing we use the standard and proven processes - Hot air leveling
(HAL), both Lead and Lead-free, Organic Surface Preservative (OSP), Galvanic
Nickel/Gold for edge connectors. Next year we plan to invest to Immersion Nick-
el/Gold, which will improve the assembly process.

Who are your main local and foreign customers?

Micron-20 is striving to provide the best customer service by applying all possi-
ble means for improving the existing production facilities and introducing new
solutions. Our list of clients includes over 1500 local and foreign companies. Our
printed circuit boards can be found all over the world, in wide range of devices,
from Telecommunication to Food industry, from Medical to Space industry. We
increased significantly our export to countries from EU, offering good quality
combined with options like purchasing of components, free shipping etc.

What are your main advantages over the competition?

Our clients have very strict requirements in terms of quality standards and new
technology approaches and we are proud to assert that we have always met
them for the last 22 years. We are a team of experienced professionals working
to maintain and improve quality processes and procedures in all aspects of
company operations to yield total customer satisfaction. The advantages when
turning to us are on time delivery, competitive prices and constant high quality.

Do you have any new services to offer?

In our website the customers will find online calculators for PCB production
and assembling. They can make online orders taking advantages like discounts
and free delivery. All the parameters of the production process, payment meth-
ods and even courier company can be easily checked. Our goal is to facilitate
our customers and to save their time and efforts.
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We are dynamic market-driven companies
based on high flexibility

Eng. Stanislav Stoykov,
Deputy Manager of SET PCB Technology and
Steiner Elektronik

Please, present the production activities of SET PCB Technology and

Steiner Elektronik Ltd.

As one of the largest electronic manufacturers in Eastern Europe we produce
and assemble wide range of PCBs: single-sided, double-sided and multilayer
PCBs, Flexible PCBs, Aluminum PCBs, High Tg PCBs (up to 200°), High fre-
quency PCB - Rogers materials of different shape and size. We produce also
custom made printed circuit boards. Cable confection, entire units assembly
and coating are also included in our program.

What is your production capacity and what technology equipment

do you have?

We are dynamic market-driven companies based on high flexibility. Over
3000kg bare and 1500 kg assembled PCBs leave every week our factory. Our
annual production capacity is 92 000 m2  including - single-sided and double-
sided - 65 000 m2 and multi layer - 27 000 m2.

For our production line we use RoHS technologies, like lead-free HAL, immer-
sion Sn, immersion Ni/Au, which are practices for years. The equipment con-
sists of 13 drilling & milling Excellon machines, CNC Jump-Scoring machines,
fully automated electroplating lines and so on.

The technology equipment for the assembly is various and it includes manual
and conventional elements equipped with last versions of WELLER stations.
The lead-free and RoHS wave-soldering is performed by ERSA EWS330L. We
use 2 high tech SMD lines by JUKI providing 58 000 components per hour.

Who are your main customers in the country and in Europe?

SET PCB Technology and Steiner Elektronik Ltd. provide printed circuit

boards for the demands of the automotive industry, medical, telecommunica-
tion engineering and many others. We have more than 500 customers in Bul-
garia and all over Europe.

What particular qualities does a Bulgarian company need to estab-

lish itself in the European market?

In order to meet all our customers' requirements we set our goal -high quality
PCBs - cheap and fast. All our processes are performed with modern equipment
in air-conditioned and clean rooms. Other advantages are the 100% electrical
test and the established ESD protection rules for the assembly plants acc. IPC
61340. Our Quality is acc. to IPC 600/610.

What are the innovations in the mounted and unmounted printed

circuit boards technology?

The companies combine the latest technological innovations with long-term
experience. New in our program is the production of High Tg (up to 200°), High
Frequency PCBs - used in wireless and satellite communications, IMS Alumini-
um PCBs which are extremely suitable decisions by temperature and weight
sensitive applications, especially for LED lights.

For our high quality assembled PCBs we use up-to-date technological equip-
ment which gives us the opportunity to produce faster and more precisely.

What type of testing do you use for finished PCBs?

The finished printed circuit boards are 100% electrically tested. The equipment
belongs to the most recent generation - Flying probe testers, A5 model, pro-
duced by ATG Test Systems GmbH and Co. KG, Germany. We have also ATG
ExaLine and Mania adapter-testers for medium and big production lots, offering
the appropriate test speed and productivity. For our mounted PCBs we perform
functional and in-circuit tests. We use AOI with high performance system Van-
tage TM S22 by Orbotech, too.

What certificates do you have so far?

Based on the current IPC standards combined with the ISO 9001 and UL
certificates, our team is motivated and in interest of the customers in order to
meet all their requirements. According to ISO 14001 we successfully prevent
environmental pollution.

Which exhibitions are you participating in next year?

SET PCB Technology and Steiner Elektronik Ltd. have been participating in
different exhibitions for the past 10 years. Our plans for the next year are to
take part in "SMT Hybrid Packaging Nurnberg" and "Electronica Muenchen".
Even though our specialists are always visiting various  exhibitions in order to
establish business relations, like "Productronica Muenchen", "Plovdiv Trade
Fair" and many others.
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Intelligent control of LED lighting

Digital signal controllers add intelligent control and communication to LED lighting

Charlie Ice

Microchip Technology Inc.

LED lighting is transforming the way in which light is being used and
opening new opportunities for designers to add intelligent control and
colour-mixing to LED-lighting fixtures. DSCs can drive innovation in ap-
plications ranging from automotive head-lights and tail-lights, to state-of-
the-art light shows which can turn a public building into a work of art.

The unique combination of efficiency, dimming capability and long life
enables LEDs to make colour-changing lighting fixtures more efficient,
cost-effective and accessible. The addition of a Digital Signal Controller
(DSC) enables efficient LED driving and accurate control over colour as
well as communication with the outside world.  Together, these features
give the designer the freedom to develop highly differentiated, next-gen-
eration LED-lighting fixtures.

Higher brightness, higher complexity

Low-power-indicator LEDs are a staple of many products and most
engineers will be familiar with their simple design:  All they need is a
voltage source and a series resistor of the right value, to keep the current
of the LED below a typical level of less than 5 mA.  Connection to a GPIO
pin on a microcontroller gives the designer the ability to make the LED
blink.  However, the simplicity of LED design becomes considerably more
complex when stringing together high-brightness, high-current LEDs with
a forward current in excess of 350 mA.  Here, the designer faces the
challenge of controlling the current, despite changes in temperature and
the extreme heat generated by the LEDs themselves.

Figure 1: Luminous flux is proportional to forward current

Intelligent current control

High-brightness LEDs need to maintain a relatively high constant cur-
rent in order to maintain brightness and colour.  Figure 1 demonstrates
how the LED's luminous flux is proportional to the forward current (IF)
through the LED.  A constant forward current is, therefore, crucial to
achieve a consistent colour and light output.  Using a simple resistor in
series with the LED, means that the forward current is determined by the
following equation: (IF = (VSource-VF)/R)

As the source voltage (VSource) varies, the forward current will change,
causing variations in the amount of light emitted by the LED. The LED
therefore needs to be driven by a power supply that actively regulates
the forward current.

Temperature control

Typically, the forward voltage (VF) of the LED will increase as the tem-
perature increases, even if the forward current is constant and regulated.
Figure 2 shows how an improperly regulated forward current will vary in
line with the forward voltage of the LED, and demonstrates why control-
ling the forward current through the LED, is more important than control-
ling the forward voltage.

Figure 2: Changes in forward voltage affect the forward current

A lot of heat is generated by the high-power LEDs themselves and can lead
to a significant decrease in the LED's lifespan and possible premature fail-
ures.  Actively controlling the LED's forward current enables the level of heat-
sinking to be determined for each design, based on the target forward current
and estimated forward voltage. The use of temperature sensors also pro-
vides the option of monitoring for possible overtemperature situations.

Accurate colour control

The fact that LEDs can change their light output almost instantly, makes them
ideal for light fixtures which need to change colour rapidly. A string of red, green
and blue LEDs can be made to create any colour, simply by adjusting the
brightness of each LED. One approach is to simply raise or lower the forward
current of each LED.  The problem with this is that changing the forward voltage
not only changes the brightness, but also slightly changes the colour of the
LED, which is a problem in applications which need accurate colour.

An alternative approach is to use a pulsed current which provides the
same dimming effect without the perceived change in colour.  Figure 3
shows a dotted red line representing the average pulsed current which
creates the change in brightness, whilst maintaining a constant for-
ward current across the LED so that the perceived colour is unchanged.

Figure 3: Pulsing the forward current to change perceived
brightness
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Digital dimming control

The use of a Digital Signal Controller (DSC) greatly simplifies dim-
ming using the pulsed-current technique.  The advanced PWM mod-
ules on many DSCs can be used to generate PWM signals which can
be used to control the power stage for the LED.  These PWM mod-
ules feature override inputs that can quickly and precisely shut off
the PWM outputs, allowing the current to the LED to be controlled so
that the LED can be dimmed.  The amount of dimming is quantified
by a number between zero and a value that represents full bright-
ness. To set the LED to 50% brightness, a counter would count from
zero to 255 and trigger the PWM override when a count of 128 is
reached.  The PWM output then shuts off to remove the current from
the LED.  When the counter reaches its maximum value of 255, it is
reset to 0 and the PWM is re-enabled. The process is repeated to
create the pulsed current which is needed to dim the LED, as shown
in Figure 4.  Typically, a frequency of over 400 Hz is used to ensure
that the dimming frequency is fast enough to prevent the human eye
seeing the flicker in the LED.

Figure 4: Digital control for dimming

Digital LED driving

In addition to dimming control, a DSC can provide an active power
supply to control the forward current to a high-brightness LED. Buck and
the boost Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) topologies can both be
used to power LEDs and both can benefit from DSC intelligence.

Figure 5: Buck topology for driving an LED or string of LEDs

A buck topology is used where the forward voltage of the LED or
string of LEDs is less than the source voltage.  In this topology,
shown in Figure 5, the PWM controls the switch (Q) and the voltage
across the sense resistor (Rsns) corresponds to the forward cur-
rent of the LED when the switch (Q) is closed.  The DSC's compar-
ator is used to compare the voltage across the resistor (Rsns)
against a configurable internal reference that is proportional to the
required forward current of the LED.  If the sensed voltage is great-
er than the internal reference, the analogue comparator disables
the PWM's opening switch (Q), which causes the inductor (L) to
discharge its stored current through the diode (D) and the LED.  At
the start of the next PWM period, the switch (Q) closes, and the
process begins again.  The DSC's advanced features allow this

method to actively regulate the forward current through the LED
without using any CPU overhead.

Figure 6: Boost topology for LED driving

A boost topology is used where the forward voltage of the LED or
string of LEDs is greater than the source voltage, as shown in Figure
6. Like the buck topology, the PWM controls the switch (Q) and the
forward current is monitored across the sense resistor (Rsns). The
ADC module on the DSC samples the voltage across the sense re-
sistor, which corresponds to the forward current of the LED.  This
value is then used by a Proportional Integral (PI) control loop, exe-
cuted in software on the DSC, to adjust the duty cycle to the switch
(Q), based on the ADC reading and a software reference value cor-
responding to the required current.  By implementing the PI control
loop in software the DSC provides the flexibility to use a wide variety
of control-loop methods.  Minimising CPU overhead for the PI control
loop also means that the DSC can control multiple LED strings and
still have sufficient headroom to support additional features.

Digital communication

A DSC has enough processing capability to intelligently control the
LED fixture whilst, at the same time, implementing a communication
protocol without the need for a separate communicate-and-control de-
vice.  The DMX512 lighting-control protocol, for example, uses stan-
dard one-way communication, via one master and multiple slaves, to
send commands to individual lighting fixtures at a rate of 512 bytes of
data per packet and with individual addressing to each device or node.
High-speed processing enables a DSP to execute the fast control loop,
such as the PI controller for the boost converter, as its top priority,
whilst running the communication protocol, such as DMX512, in the
background. Since the communication is implemented in software, it is
not limited to a single protocol, but can allow the fixture to be controlled
using any communication scheme.

Cutting the learning curve

Like any new technology, digital LED control presents designers
with a steep learning curve which can be eased by using digitally-
controlled LED-lighting kits, reference designs and application
notes.  These typically include free source code and hardware doc-
umentation, and can also offer interchangeable power stages to
support different power topologies.  Microchip's DM330014 LED
Lighting Development Kit, for example, features LED-driver daugh-
ter-cards which allow designers to experiment with multiple driver
stages on the same board.

The high efficiency and instant dimming capability of LED will en-
sure that this technology will continue to drive innovation in colour-
mixing and other lighting applications.  By adding the intelligent con-
trol and communication provided by a DSC, designers can equip
LED-lighting fixtures with enhanced features and functionality which
can deliver high levels of differentiation and considerable wow-factor
in lighting applications.
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Chemical industry in Turkey

Chemicals are indispensable to modern life and the development of the
chemical industry has helped to elevate the standard of living, an indica-
tor of the level of industrialization in a country. Chemical industry prod-
ucts contribute significantly to growth in other industrial sectors. At the
beginning of the 20th century there were a few chemical establishments,
manufacturing soap, liquorice extract, valonia extract, etc, within the
boundaries of the Ottoman Empire. After the establishment of the Re-
public of Turkey till the 1950s, these chemical works passed through a
process of corporation and production began in some fields such as
explosives, medicine, agricultural chemicals, detergents, printing ink and
textile dyes and involved the final stages only. It was only after the 1950s,
especially during the planned economy period, that the development of
the chemical industry in Turkey accelerated. Between 1960 and 1980
economic policies were based on import substitution and public sector
investments were directed to petrochemicals, fertilizers and basic organ-
ic and inorganic chemicals, the fields which required high investment,
with low profitability whereas private sector and foreign investments were
directed to pharmaceuticals, synthetic yarns, soaps and detergents.

In 1980 Turkey started to follow a new export-oriented economic policy.
As a result of these successful policies, production and exports of the
manufacturing sector boomed. The chemical industry, likewise, benefit-
ed from the new economic policy and showed an impressive increase
both in production and exports. Today, the Turkish chemical industry
with its modern technology and diversified products is the key compo-
nent of the industry and integrated into supply chain of national indus-
tries, especially, textiles and automotive sectors.

Production

Turkey has been manufacturing chemicals for very long time, being a
producer of many basic and intermediate chemicals and petrochemicals.
Turkish chemical production includes petrochemicals, inorganic and or-
ganic chemicals, fertilizers, paints, pharmaceuticals, soaps and deter-
gents, synthetic fibers, essential oils, cosmetics and personal care prod-
ucts. 84 percent of production originates from the private sector.

The chemical industry employs 81.527 people and has about 3.999
companies manufacturing various chemicals. 2 % of the existing compa-
nies have more than 150 employees and the remainder have less than
20 employees. Most of the companies in the chemical industry, especial-
ly private sector companies, are located in Istanbul, Izmir, Kocaeli,
Sakarya, Adana, Gaziantep and Ankara. The Turkish chemical industry
has developed significantly in terms of quality, productivity and protec-
tion of the environment, and is in the process of adopting the EU's Tech-
nical Standards. In addition, the responsible care, the chemical indus-
try's trademarked non-compulsory initiative on environmental, health and
safety issues, has been successfully implemented since 1992.

The Turkish chemical industry has competitive power because of vari-
ous raw materials advantages.

Petrochemical sector

The Turkish petrochemicals industry has shown considerable growth
since 1970. The dominant organization in the Turkish petrochemical sec-

tor is Petkim Petrokimya Holding which is a public company and under a
privatisation scheme at present. There are two petrochemical complex-
es, one is the Petkim-Aliaga complex in Izmir and the other one is the
Tupras (Turkish Petroleum Refineries Corporation) - Korfez Petrochemi-
cal and Refinery in Kocaeli. In these two complexes a wide range of
petrochemicals, all common plastics (HDPE, LDPE, PS, PVC, and PP),
aromatics, ethylene glycol, phtallic anhydride, terephthalic acid, carbon
black, synthetic rubber, acrylonitryl and caustic soda are produced. The
total production of these petrochemicals reaches about 2.9 million tons/
year, and meets about 25 % of domestic demand.

Textile sector

Since the textile sector is a well-developed sector in Turkey, polymer
production related to textiles and the production of textile chemicals have
also developed simultaneously. Large plants for the production of polya-
mide, polyester and acrylic fibers have been built and production has
been directed to both the foreign markets as well as the domestic mar-
ket. Almost all synthetic fibers are produced by the private sector and
synthetic fiber production is around 850 000 tons/year.

Fertilizer industry

The fertilizer industry is one of the key industries for Turkey, which has
vast agricultural potential. The first independent fertilizer plant com-
menced production in 1954 and heavy fertilizer investments were real-
ized between the years 1960 - 1970. Today there are seven companies
producing fertilizers exclusively: Tugsas, Igsas, Bagfas, Toros Gubre,
Ege Gubre, Akdeniz Gubre and Gubre Fabrikalari which are all in the
private sector. The industry has a total production capacity of 5.8 million
tons/year. AN 26, AS, DAP, TSP, urea and composed fertilizers com-
prise the largest share of fertilizer production. Turkey's fertilizer produc-
tion meets domestic demand and the surplus is exported.

Pharmaceuticals, soap and detergents, soda, chromium chemicals,
boron chemicals, paints, sodium sulphate, fatty acids and rose oil are the
other main areas of production of the chemical industry.

Pharmaceuticals industry

The pharmaceuticals industry has become one of the leading sectors
of the chemical industry and accounts for approximately 10 % of the
chemical industry's production. Production trends of pharmaceuticals are
closely related to domestic demand. Turkish pharmaceutical companies
manufacture a wide range of pharmaceutical products, mostly generic
formulas. The number of pharmaceuticals on the market is 3100 if alter-
native posologies are included the number is 7200. Domestic industry
meets 90 % of the pharmaceutical demand but new pharmaceuticals,
such as ones for cancer, vaccines and hormones are imported. The
pharmaceuticals industry produces many active ingredients of pharma-
ceuticals, primarily antibiotics and analgesics, by using fermentation, ex-
traction and synthesis methods. The major characteristics of the phar-
maceuticals raw materials industry are that mainly private companies
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SEE NEWS
Sarantis Group transfers a

production line from Romania to
Greece

Sarantis Group closes its production facilities
in Romania and transfers all relevant production to

Greece. The production of face and body cream
products Elmiplant, Bioten and Kolastyna will be
transferred to the production plant at Oinofoita,
Greece. The transfer is expected to be completed
by the first quarter of 2014.

The total projected investment will amount to 1
million euro, which will be mainly utilized for the
preparation of the plant and the accommodation
of the equipment, while approximately 20 new jobs
will be created, thus supporting the Greek econo-

my and Greek exports.
Through this move, production capacity be-

comes further consolidated, while economies of
scale are achieved, since approximately 5 million
units will be added in the production. The resulting

project will benefit the Group by greatly reducing
costs, to the tune of 0.5 million euros on an annual
basis, and improving efficiency on a Group level.

Fiat goes east to lower costs
The Italian car manufacturer Fiat, similar to

most mass market car makers in Western Europe,

is enduring car sales almost at their lowest since
the early 90's. That has encouraged the automo-
tive company to seek ways of manufacturing more
cheaply in emerging-market states in Southeast-
ern Europe in order to reduce its average costs.

Financial statistics show that Fiat has lost 247
million euro in the third quarter of 2013. Almost
6000 workers have been put on extended leave in
Italy, and even in Poland Fiat has had to shed over
a thousand jobs. But its Serbian operation is ex-

panding, and in just over a year has gone from
zero to becoming the country's largest exporter.

Since March, Fiat has taken on 600 new work-
ers and now employs 3,800 at its plant at Kraguje-
vac, a town in central Serbia. Local suppliers to

the plant have taken on a further 1,200 recruits.
Fiat has invested 1.2 billion euro in the plant, which
now produces 600 of the company's family-friend-
ly 500L small cars each day. The reason for pro-
ducing in Serbia is simple - the wage Fiat pays

there is a fifth of what it pays in Italy, and a third of
what it pays in Poland.

Serbia has tough economic history but it also
has a true industrial legacy in Zastava, maker of
Yugo cars and Kalashnikov rifles. What saved Zasta-

va from oblivion was its links to Fiat, which dated
back to 1954. In 2008 the assets of Zastava were
transferred to a new company, Fiat Automobili Srbi-
ja (FAS), owned 67% by the Italian firm. Since then,
the old Zastava plant has been demolished and re-

placed with a modern production facility.
The plant could make 200,000 cars a year but

its production will be lower. One reason is that
Serbia failed to persuade Russia to include cars in
a free-trade agreement struck in 2011. Kragujevac

has good transport links and is close to Fiat's main
European markets. The government would like to
encourage more such investment, because much
of Serbia's economic growth since 2008 has been
achieved without creating jobs.

invest in the sector and the existing production
capacity can easily be shifted to various pro-
duction lines. It is worth mentioning that the
Afyon Alcaloids Factory produces 20% of the
morphine consumed by pharmaceuticals in-
dustries all over the world.

Soap and detergent industry

The Turkish soap and detergent industry has
shown very good performance in terms of qual-
ity, capacity and exports. There are many com-
panies in the soap and detergent industry,
about 15 of them being the major ones among
these there are multinational groups which
have worldwide reputations. Since 1990 do-
mestic and foreign investments in the Turkish
cleaning products industry have increased
considerably. As a consequence, detergent
production capacity has reached 1.3 billion
tons and soap production capacity has
reached 550 thousand tons both have great
export potential. Since Turkey has a large vari-
ety of herbs and natural products, natural soap
production is also widespread and done by
small size local companies throughout Turkey.
World famous "laurel soaps" are produced in
large quantities in Mersin, Antakya and its sur-
rounding regions. Turkey is also among the top
producers of olives, therefore natural olive oil
soaps are also manufactured and exported in
large quantities

Production of cosmetics and personal

care products

The consumption and production of cosmet-
ics and personal care products are growing
rapidly. The number of cosmetics and person-
al care products is increasing every year. Hair
care has the largest share of the cosmetics
and personal care products market in Turkey.
Shampoos represented around 59 % of hair
care products. Men's grooming products, de-
pilatories, bath and shower products especial-
ly bar soaps, lip and eye make-up, personal
deodorants and antiperspirants, perfumes, co-
logne and other toilet waters, baby care prod-
ucts and dentifrices are the main products.
Natural cosmetic production is on rise due to
growing demand for these products.

Paints and Coatings

Parallel to the developments in Turkey's con-
struction, automotive and marine industries,
the paints and coatings industry has also de-
veloped and has became one of the most dy-
namic sectors of the Turkish chemical indus-
try. Today the industry produces about 800
000 tons/year of paints and coatings and is
comprised of about 600 manufacturers, 20 of
them being large-scale companies. In addition
to meeting domestic demand, the Turkish paint
sector has recently tended to export more.

The Turkish industrial coatings market con-
tinues to be a major success story as a host of
manufacturing sectors demonstrate strong
growth. Among them are the automotive, ACE,
white goods and boat-building industries.

The automotive coatings sector is expected

to grow at 8 percent per annum, reflecting a
recent and ongoing wave of industry invest-
ment. This has also been anticipated by the
coatings industry with major companies such
as BASF and Kansai Paint taking steps to
strengthen their positions in Turkey.

Turkey's strong position in the manufacture
of white goods and unique position for export
markets provides good opportunities in the
powder coatings sector. In addition to serving
some 11 million households in Turkey, strong
growth in western European export markets
(particularly France and the UK) provides ad-
ditional support for the sector.

The marine paint market continues to flour-
ish as Turkey's ship-, boat- and yacht-building
activity continues to grow. Turkey has been
gaining ground in the construction of mega-
yachts, while the ship repair aspect has been
growing because of Turkey's position as the
gateway to the Middle East.

Soda, Chrome, Boron

Turkey has the largest soda factory in the
Middle East with a total capacity of 750 000
tons/year. In addition to light and dense soda
ash, refined sodium bicarbonate and sodium
silicate are produced at the Mersin plant. An
extremely rich trona (natural soda ash) depos-
it was found near Ankara, at Beypazari and at
present Turkey has substantial export poten-
tial for soda ash. Soda Sanayii A.S., a private
company under the Sisecam Group, is the
main producer of soda and chrome. The com-
pany has an annual production capacity of
over 1.5 million tons of soda (including the ca-
pacity of its subsidiaries), 70 thousand tons of
sodium bichromate, and around 250 thousand
tons of chrome.

Another important player is Eti Soda A.S.,
owned by Ciner group, which utilizes an ex-
tremely rich trona (natural soda ash) reserve
found near Ankara, at Beypazari. It is globally
the second largest reserve after a reserve in

Wyoming, United States. The factory started
its operations in March 2009 with an annual
production capacity of 1 million tons. A new
substantial trona reserve has recently been
found near Ankara-Kazan. The aggregate nat-
ural reserves at Beypazari and Kazan are esti-
mated at around 836 million tons.

Being among the top five countries supplying
chrome ore to world markets, Turkey produc-
es and exports some of the most important
chrome chemicals and derivatives such as so-
dium bichromate, basic chrome sulfate, chro-
mic acid and chrome oxide.

Turkey also enjoys a comparative advantage
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in boron chemicals (borax decahydrate, borax pentahydrate, boric acid
and sodium perborate) due to the size of her reserves, the quality of
minerals and proximity to consumer markets. Around 72 percent of the
world's boron reserves are in Turkey. Boron products are inputs for the
agriculture, detergent and soaps, ceramics, insulation fiberglass, timber
preservation, flame retardants, nuclear power plants, cosmetics and
medicine, metallurgy, and many other industries.

Eti Maden Isletmeleri Genel Mudurlugu is the dominant producer of
boron minerals and boron chemicals and the sole-exclusive exporter of
boron chemicals. Turkey has developed a substantial capacity and pro-
duction of sodium sulphate. In sodium sulphate production, Turkey is
second largest in Europe and sixth in the world.

Medicinal and aromatic plants

Owing to Turkey's climatic and ecological conditions, many medicinal
and aromatic plants are cultivated or gathered from nature. Turkey is one
of the most important rose oil exporters in the world market. The majority
of these exports originate from the Isparta region. Laurel oil, thymus oil,
lavander oil and origanium oil are also produced in Turkey. In conjunc-
tion with recent industrial growth in Turkey, the consumption and produc-
tion of many other chemicals are growing rapidly and the number of
chemicals produced is increasing every year. The recent developments
in textile and leather chemicals are also worth mentioning and many
small and medium size companies have recently started to operate in
these two sectors. In the Turkish chemical industry, there are about 314
companies with foreign investment. The Turkish chemical industry has a
share of 13 % of total foreign capital in Turkey.

Exports

Turkey's chemical industry exports are increasing steadily. In 2009
the chemical industry was one of the important exporting sectors

among total industrial exports. The value of chemical exports was
about US 5,2 billion in 2009, or about 5,7 % of the total exports in
Turkey. Major export products of the Turkish chemical industry were
processed plastic products such as tubes, pipes & hoses & fittings
with an export value of US 1.461 million in 2009. The second major
export product was soaps, detergents and cosmetics with an export
value of US 1.030 million. Other major product groups were inorgan-
ic chemicals (US 610 million) and medicament mixturesíput in dos-
age (US 473 million).

Turkey is exporting all these chemicals to about 180 countries through-
out the world. Major destinations for chemicals were Iraq, Russian Fed-
eration, Germany, Azerbaijan, Italy, Iran and China.

Source: IGEME - Export Promotion Center of Turkey, Investment

Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey

Photos: Eti Maden Isletmeleri Genel Mudurlugu

Italian automotive
company opens plant

in Slovenia
The Italian automotive company CECOMP has opened a metal stamp-

ing plant in an industrial zone near
the south-eastern village Mirna
Pec in an investment valued at
10.5 million euro that also won a
850,000 euro state subsidy. The
site was chosen due to its proxim-
ity to the motorway and various
automotive companies, which the plant will supply. The 6,000-square-
metre production hall contains 14 tools and three heavy presses. Pro-
duction will be conducted in a single shift.

The new factory will employ 35 people by the end of 2016 and will be
launched in April 2014. The plant will supply parts to Revoz, the Slove-
nian subsidiary of the French car maker Renault, for the Edison project.
Within the project Revoz will manufacture the latest generation of the
Twingo city car and Smart's four-seater in Slovenia in conjunction with
German car maker Daimler.

Between 600 and 800 parts ordered by Revoz are planned to be put
out daily, while talks are under way to establish cooperation with various
car manufacturers in Austria, Hungary and Germany.

Based in Turin, CECOMP specialises in developing prototypes and mod-
els for car manufacturers such as Lancia, Maserati and Toyota and manu-
facturing of the electric Bluecar for the French Bollore company. The com-
pany employs 130 staff in Italy and a further 30 in China, according to
Zamparini, who lauded local support in the implementation of the project.

"Slovenia offers excellent opportunities for company growth and en-
courages social responsibility, helping boost economic development and
competitiveness," the company stated in a press release.

Magna opens new
auto parts facility in

Turkey
Magna International officially announced the expansion of its business

in Eastern Europe with the inauguration of a new greenfield manufactur-
ing plant in Kocaeli, Turkey. The facility is being shared by Magna's Exte-
riors and Interiors, Mirrors, and Closures operating units.

"The exteriors parts which Magna produces here in Kocaeli are crucial to
automobiles with regards to their function and look, eyed closely by cus-
tomers. Magna's experience in creating these parts will further support the
success of Ford Transit, well-known for its design and durability," said Cen-
giz Kabatepe, Assistant General Manager of Ford Otosan and Automotive
Exporters Union Board Member. At full capacity, the 10,300-square-meter,
just-in-sequence manufacturing plant will employ about 200 people. The
facility will primarily manufacture fascias and outside mirrors for the new
Ford Transit. Its product range also includes carriers for front-end modules,
running boards and engineered glass products.

"Consistent with our strategy to pursue growth in developing markets, this
new facility opens the door for our exteriors and mirrors business in Turkey.
We are convinced that through this expansion of our global footprint, we will
be able to provide our customers with an even more comprehensive ser-
vice.", Gunther Apfalter, President of Magna International Europe stated.

Kocaeli is Magna's second location in Turkey - the company's Magna
Seating unit established a just-in-sequence complete seat facility in Gol-
cuk in 2003. Magna is one of the most diversified automotive suppliers in
the world. The company designs, develops and manufactures automo-
tive systems, assemblies, modules and components, and engineers and
assembles complete vehicles, primarily for sale to original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) of cars and light trucks. Magna has 312 manu-
facturing operations and 87 product development, engineering and sales
centres in 29 countries on five continents.
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Machining & Metalworking Industry
in Slovenia

Key figures:

Number of companies: 2,700
Number of employees: 50,800
Revenues (in EUR): 6.4 billion
Exports (in EUR): 3.9 billion
Key export markets: Australia, Austria, Croatia,
Czech Rep., France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, Netherlands, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland,
UK, USA

Key products:

� vehicles and auto parts
� metal fittings and components
� cast and fabricated metal elements
� water turbines and pumps
� various metal products
� metal tools
� truck lifts
� HVAC systems

Slovenia's machining and metalworking
sector holds hope for the future as manu-
facturers commit to more effcient technolo-
gy practice and green engineering widely re-
garded as being near the top of recession-
resistant industries. The machinery must be
designed and constructed taking into ac-
count the results of the risk assessment. As
labour productivity has come into sharper
focus than ever before, all major manufac-
turers are working to upgrade facilities and
invest in new projects.

At this point, experience and knowledge of
employees give companies an edge through
innovative solutions that translate to con-
tinuing improvements of manufacturing pro-
cesses.

The CE conformity marking affxed to the
"Made in Slovenia" products speak of a
high level of metalworking technology, ma-
chine tools and precision engineering
found in Slovenia.

The fact that some 50,000 people work in
over 2,600 machining and tooling companies
explains the progress in the development of
modern technologies and their application to a
leanmanufacturing environment. The bulk of

workforce is employed in metal forming and
metal fabrication working, but in terms of val-

ue-added per employee, the companies spe-
cialising in car component manufacture and
assembly post the best results.

Staff training is highly important as less ex-
pensive, faster and more effcient process be-
come the stepping stones to improved com-
petitiveness thanks to research and innova-
tion. Slovenian manufacturers are moving to
the fore of the international supply chains as
slow stamping-press speeds and frequent die
crashes are regarded as not acceptable.

Different educational institutions create
knowledge that enhances the productivity
and competitiveness of the metals industry,
and develop its human resource base. Cur-
rently some 3,600 students are enrolled in
undergraduate courses for occupations in
the machining and metalworking industry.
The number of students in secondary
schools for metallurgy and mechanical en-
gineering is over 6,600.

An integrated, results-oriented education
system providing young people and adults
with critical career information resources
and the skills they need to make effective
educational and career decisions is widely
appreciated by employers. Learning for-
eign languages is not a hobby in Slovenia
but a practical business skill playing a cru-

cial role in securing a job and enhancing
one's career. Most people can speak good
English and there are many German and
Italian speakers.

When forming strategic partnerships, inno-
vating and accessing new customers, the
country's position on the doorstep of the fast-
growing markets in central and south-eastern
Europe is of key importance. With its cutting-
edge technologies, a skilled workforce and
high quality products, Slovenia is a hotbed of
business opportunity for investors seeking to
create a new paradigm in modern machining
and tooling industry. The manufacture of all
kinds of fabricated metal products and ma-
chined parts accounts for 60.5% of revenue
earned in foreign markets and with 3.9 billion

euros in exports in 2011, the sector generated
over 23% of total Slovenian exports of the
manufacturing sector. The EU Member States
remain Slovenia's biggest market and thanks
to the decades of fostering economic links with
its neighbours, Slovenia keeps expanding
trade with the markets in the region. The lead-
ing Slovenian machining and tooling compa-
nies are among the most important foreign in-
vestors in the markets of south-eastern Europe
(SEE) and it is a clear benefit for their interna-
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Acroni / OAO Koks
Manufacture of basic iron, steel & ferro-alloys

ADK
Lifting & handling equipment

Akers Valji Ravne / Akers
Manufacture of specialty tools

Arcont / Containex Container
Metal structures

Croning livarna / Krombach International
Cast steel production and machining

Danfoss Trata / Danfoss International
Industrial machinery & equipment

EMO - Orodjarna
Tools for sheet metal fabrikation, CAD/CAM/CAE
designed tools

Farmtech / Komptech
Agriculture & forestry machinery

GKN Driveline Slovenija / G.K.N. Industries
Ball, needle and roller bearings

Gorenje Orodjarna
Tools for sheet metal fabrication, plastics pro-
cessing and CAD/CAM/CAE designed tools

Impol group
Aluminium and aluminium-alloy products

Kladivar / Poclain Hydraulics
Hydraulic valves

Kovinar / Fin.Fer
Manufacture of wire products, chain and springs

Kovinoplastika Loz
Metal fittings, tools for sheet metal fabrication,
plastics processing and die casting

Kovis - Livarna
Railway locomotives and rolling stock

Lama Avtomatizacija / Titus Tool Company
Furniture fittings, prefabricated systems, tools

Lestro-Ledinek
Machinery and equipment for the solid wood pro-
cessing

Litostroj steel
Casting of steel

Livar
Grey and nodular cast iron castings

Leading domestic and foreign-owned companies

LTH ulitki
Complex aluminium and magnesium high-pres-
sure die-cast components and system

Mariborska livarna Maribor / Metalka
Copper, copper alloy and aluminium alloy prod-
ucts

Metal Ravne
Manufacturing of basic iron, steel & ferro-alloys

Niko / Ring International
Variety of metal products for the use in offices,
wood industry, upholstery, building industry and
machine manufacture

Palfinger / Palfinger
Cranes, hoists and winches

Preis Sevnica / Jagersberger Gesellschaft
Metal tanks, reservoirs & containers

SIJ - Slovenian Steel Group / OAO Koks
Steel bars for applications in the forging, spring
and engineering industries

Skrlj / SK-Group
Winemaking machinery and equipment

Store steel
Steel bars for applications in the forging, spring
and engineering industries

TalumAluminium products: foundry alloys, extru-
sion ingots, evaporators, castings

Titan / Securidev
Locks & hinges

TKO / Dunes Limited
Components for excavators, bulldozers and load-
ers

Trimo
Metal buildings, structures, facade panelling,
roofs

Unior
Machine and hand tools, forgings and sintered
parts

Varstroj
Welding and thermal cutting machines

Yaskawa Ristro / Yaskawa Europe
Wide range of robotic solutions for industrial ap-
plications

tional business partners.
The companies working in the metal forming

and metal fabrication industry co-operate in

clusters, professional associations, universi-
ties, research institutes, supporting fundamen-
tal and applied research that address techno-
logical barriers facing the industry. Designers
and manufacturers of tools have been at the
forefront of the industry providing a platform
for toolmaking companies with CAD/CAM/CAE

designed and manufactured tooling.
Other companies benefit from comprehen-

sive hi-tech solutions to increase productivity
and speed delivery. These are large, as well
as medium and small enterprises, well-known
in the EU working to specifcations of leading
manufacturers in the automotive and aviation
industry (Audi, Benteler, BMW, Chrysler, Alfa,
Magna, Mercedes, PSA Group, VW), and non-
metal industry sectors such as household ap-
pliances and IT.

Source: InvestSlovenia, SPIRIT Slovenia
Photoes: Acroni, ADK, Akers, Arcont, EMO -
Orodjarna, Kovinar, LTH ulitki, Preis Sevnica,
SIJ - Slovenian Steel Group
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Bulgarian confectionery maker Prestige 96
opens new factory

Leading pastry manufacturer "Prestige 96"
moved the production of all its products into a
brand new plant in Veliko Tarnovo. Since the
beginning of 2013 the confectionery manufac-

turer produces all of its product range in a new
28 400 square meter modern factory. The in-
vestment in construction of the plant and im-
plementation of quality control equipment is of

total value of BGN 30 million. The factory was
officially inaugurated at the end of October.

"Bulgarian market is of great importance to
Prestige 96 and the company will continue to
develop itself. We intend to continue investing
in new and powerful production technology in
order to expand our product range", said the
enterprise CEO Anastassios Panayotopoulos
at the official opening ceremony.

"We welcome all investors and they can al-
ways rely on our institutional support. Prestige
96 is not only a big investor, but also among
the biggest employers in the region", said Veli-
ko Tarnovo Mayor, Daniel Panov, who attend-

ed the inauguration. The leading confection-
ery manufacturer has increased the number of
its employees to over 600 people currently.

Mubadala establishes an aircraft parts factory
in Serbia

Òhe talks with Mubadala company on the es-
tablishment of an aircraft parts factory in Ser-
bia will be completed until the end of Novem-
ber, Serbian First Deputy Prime Minister Ale-
ksandar Vucic stated. The aircraft parts plant
for Boeing and Airbus will most certainly em-
ploy around 600 people. A possible location is
the Belgrade's neighborhood Zemun, next to
the Nikola Tesla airport. The project is expect-
ed to be developed by Strata, Mubadala's
aerospace manufacturing arm.

"The talks are under way. The negotiations
will not be easy, but they also want healthy
business. We do not have much knowledge of

the equipment, but we can provide the land,
infrastructure. We will leave to them all that has
to do with high-tech and that is how we will
learn," Vucic said.

In the beginning of October, Mubadala and
the Serb government signed four memoran-
dums of understanding in the fields of semi-
conductors, aircraft technology, telecommuni-
cations and renewable energy. The deals are
the latest sign of a rapid warming in relations
between Abu Dhabi and Belgrade that has al-
ready yielded millions of dollars of investment
for Serbia's struggling economy.

One of the projects concerns the future air-

craft component plant, while another one is for
building a local semiconductor research and
development center, which will pave the way
for the construction of an electronic chip facto-
ry expected to cost several billion USD. Serbia
will secure all technical conditions, which are
required by the future investors.

Turkish cellulose manufacturer Aciselsan
opens new production plant

Turkish carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC)
producer Acipayam Seluloz Sanayi ve Tic-
aret stated its intention to establish a new
factory building and CMC production line to
boost its output capacity. The new produc-
tion unit will be built on land owned by the

company and will have annual output capac-
ity of 3,000 tons of CMC. The investment
will expand the company's total output ca-
pacity to 10,200 tones from 7,200 tons pro-
duced by its factory at present.

Aciselsan operates in the Acipayam district

of western Turkey's Denizli province. The com-
pany, established in 1973, produces CMC in
line with its "Sustainable Development" mis-
sion. CMC is used in powder and cream deter-
gents, paint, wallpaper adhesives, textile, oil
drilling, ceramics, food and cosmetics.

Bulgaria's Mini Maritsa Iztok awards equipment
supply contracts worth total 1.8 million euro

Bulgarian mining complex Mini Maritsa Iztok
awarded equipment supply contracts worth a
total of 3.53 million leva ($2.4 million/1.8 mil-
lion euro) to two local companies, according to
the European Union's procurement journal.

Machine construction company ZMM Meta-
lik won a 2.74 million leva deal to supply con-
veyor rollers to the mining complex, the notice
published in the Tenders Electronic Daily
(TED) showed. Another local company, Mod-

ul, was chosen as supplier of couplings under
a contract worth 792,750 leva. The contract
value was given net of value added tax (VAT).
A total of eight companies submitted bids for
the two contracts.
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South-East Europe is on track with a
sustainable development

Exhibition and Forum on Energy Efficiency, Renewables, Smart Cities, Elevators, Environment
and Waste Management (5-7 March 2014, Sofia, Bulgaria)

In the context of the dynamic climate changes
and the natural sources rising prices, the neces-
sity of upgrade of the global energy and waste
management systems, as well as improving the
urban infrastructure comes to the fore.

The countries from South-East Europe are fol-
lowing these trends. They are currently updat-
ing their national legislation and investing in new
environmental technologies in order to achieve
energy independence, to reduce the negative
impact on the human health and environment,
to build a resource efficient economy.

Responding to the challenges, the Bulgarian
capital Sofia will host again the 10th edition of
the Exhibition and Forum for South-East Europe
from 5th to 7th March 2014. Its format includes
the following parallel initiatives: 'Save the Plan-
et' (waste management & recycling), 'Energy Ef-
ficiency & Renewable Energy', 'Smart Cities' (in-
telligent buildings, energy storage, mobility, ICT
& emergency management) and 'LiftBalkans'
(elevators and escalators).

The Exhibition will provide participants with a
quick market entry and lucrative opportunity to
showcase their advanced technologies to all the
important players in the Region. Its aim is to
transfer these innovations on the local market
as there is still a lack of them.

Via Expo is expecting again a strong interna-
tional presence. Austria is a Supporting Partner
of 'Save the Planet' due to its remarkable
achievements. At present, the national eco-in-
dustry generates annual revenues of EUR 10.6
billion and employs a workforce of about 87 000
people. For the 5th year in a row the advanced
Austrian technologies will be presented at the
Austrian Pavilion. Global Hydro Energy, a pro-
vider of small hydropower plants and Polytech-
nik, a producer of biomass fired boilers with a
thermal output ranging from 300 kW to 30,000
kW, have already joined the Pavilion. Machin-
ery and systems for the mechanical and me-
chanical-biological treatment of solid waste and
for the treatment of biomass as a renewable en-
ergy source will be presented by Komptech.

Costruzioni Nazzareno will participate at the
Exhibition for the 2nd time. It has been special-
izing in the construction of complete wood pellet
production systems and is by now well known
throughout Europe. The pellet production plant
consists of a group of machines joined together
for the production cycle. It differs in every plant,
since the characteristics of the product to be pro-
cessed (type of wood, particle size, moisture
content, initial state, etc.) are always different.

South-East Europe has a great potential for
investments in smart technologies which could
reshape the urban areas into more efficient re-
source and flexible systems.

Landis+Gyr will step on the Bulgarian market.

It is a well-known provider of integrated energy
management products tailored to energy com-
pany needs and unique in its ability to deliver true
end-to-end advanced metering solutions.

A smart energy achievement is Exeron - a hy-
brid modular system for autonomous power sup-
ply. It is a top innovation developed by Interna-
tional Power Supply that features the capability
of combined 5 energy sources in 1 system - sun,
wind, batteries, diesel generator and grid, if there
is one available.

Another exhibitor is Clicko - a small startup
company focused on software and hardware so-
lutions for automating routine processes. It is de-
veloping software & embedded solutions for tele-
communications, telemetry and telematics.  Us-
ing the smartphone any car, door, alarm or light
can be triggered in an easy, safe and secure way
through Bluetooth, NFC or Internet. The software
is compatible with iOS, Android, Windows Phone
and any computer with a web browser.

Elprom Trafo recently has launched to the mar-
ket the energy-efficient transformer 100 kVA 20 /
0.4. It has low energy consumption and light-
weight. Along with the full range of three-phases
oil-filled distribution transformers with rated pow-
er from 25kVA up to 2500kVA, Elprom Trafo CH
manufactures special types of transformers,
such as: earthing transformer, transformer for
wind turbines, with on load tap-changers and sin-
gle phase transformers.

LED lighting equipment, materials and compo-
nents will be showcased by Leader Light. The
company has a great portfolio of LED lighting
with different applications: in office, in park, at
the street, etc.

The focus in the waste management sector in
South-East Europe is moving on the prevention
and recycling. This opens new investment op-
portunities related to renewal of collection sys-
tems, construction of sorting-, separation-, recy-
cling- and composting installations, as well as the
utilization of biogas from landfills.

EREMA is a repeated exhibitor at 'Save the
Planet'. In its 30th anniversary year the company
launches INTAREMA®, a plant system with new
core technology and groundbreaking technical
innovations, thus heralding a new era and a new
dimension in plastic recycling systems. The ER-
EMA technologies are considered to be the lead-
ing standard worldwide for a wide variety of recy-
cling tasks in the in-house recycling of produc-
tion waste and strongly contaminated post-con-
sumer waste.

Brothers Pashev is a representative of MAS-
Austria, Vecoplan and Kreyenborgd. It will show-
case a comprehensive range of highly efficient
products in the fields of shredding, conveying,
screening and separating technology, as well as
plastics processing machines and equipment for

recycling, refinement and extrusion of plastics/
composites.

Composting can divert more than 40% of
household waste away from the garbage can.
Composting Queen is a Bulgarian company
which offers high-quality products from Joraform
Kompost AB, Sweden. They have home and in-
dustrial application.

Ecorec Bulgaria is a leading manufacturer of
alternative fuel produced from sorted household
waste in Central and Eastern Europe. It provides
natural solutions to waste petrochemical and dis-
used tires. Only in 2012 the company produced
more than 350,000 tons of alternative fuels
equivalent to a column of trucks with a length of
over 300 km.

An impressive speaker lineup including experts
from the EU institutions and associations will ac-
quaint the attendees with key updates on related
legislative and technology issues.

Euroheat & Power will organize a special ses-
sion 'Rethinking District Heating and Cooling in
Europe' which consider energy efficiency mea-
sures and costs, eco-efficient substations, re-
newables in district heating - case-studies, etc.
Heating represents the largest energy end-use
in Europe, being responsible for approximately
50 % of total final energy consumption. Cooling
is critical for the correct functioning of computers
and manufacturing equipment, and vital for in-
dustrial processes. By 2020, the District Heating
and Cooling sector must accelerate the green
transition and will function as the backbone of
smart cities by 2030.

Dan Staniaszek, Senior Expert at the Buildings
Performance Institute Europe, will speak about
the EU legislation, relating to energy use in build-
ings, that imposed a number of requirements on
Member States.

A special highlight is the European Conference
Day 'Best Practices in Waste/Resource Manage-
ment among the EU 28', organized in collabora-
tion with the Association of Cities and Regions
for Recycling and Sustainable Resource Man-
agement (ACR+) and European Network of En-
vironmental Professionals (ENEP).

Organizer:  Via Expo Ltd.
www.viaexpo.com
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Sixth international conference
"Water loss reduction in water supply systems"

11 - 12 November 2013 - Inter Expo Center (Musala Hall, 2-nd floor), Sofia, Bulgaria

Water loss in water supply systems is a common problem of urban
areas all over the world and can be a serious issue in regions with
water deficiency. Bulgarian Water Association warns that this prob-
lem deserves immediate attention and appropriate measures for re-
ducing the stress on scarce and valuable water sources. Several
large cities in Bulgaria have already started programmes, directed at
gradual reduction of water losses. It is also well known that many
institutions and water and sanitation utilities have developed and ad-
ministered strategies and technologies for leakage and water loss
control, which turned out to be very effective.

The International conference "Water loss reduction in water supply sys-
tems" was held for sixth consequent year on November 11-12, 2013 in
Inter Expo Center, Sofia. This year the event was focused on the avail-
able know-how and best practices and the recommended new approach-
es for effective management of water and sanitation systems with an
emphasis on water loss reduction. It was aimed at leaders and experts in
the water supply sector, as well as at companies supplying equipment
and expert knowledge.

Over 120 representatives of the Ministry of Regional Development, the
Ministry of Environment and Water, water companies, design and com-
mercial firms and members of the BWA, professors and students from
the University of architecture, civil engineering and geodesy participated
in the conference. Bulgarian and foreign lecturers and representatives of
the companies shared different methods and practices for reducing wa-
ter losses. Positive experience from Dobrich, Yambol and Drianovo was
presented to the audience.

The participants were welcomed by Dobromir Simidchiev, Deputy Min-
ister of Regional Development. Atanas Paskalev, Deputy Chairman of
BWA, presented the main topics and issues related to the reduction of
water losses.

The Conference was once again supported by the European Water Re-
sources Association. Organised by Bulgarian Water Association, it is con-
sidered to be the major annual event on water losses in the Balkan region.

Papers, suggesting interesting solutions for different problems in the
water supply sector, innovative technology, practical tips for increasing
water supply systems efficiency and best practices were presented by

the professionals in the water supply sector.
One of the main Conference objectives was to encourage the exchange

of experience and information regarding successful examples of differ-
ent national / local programmes for improving leakage control and reduc-
ing losses in water supply networks. Another goal was to focus on the
most promising approaches, especially highlighting the necessity of in-
stitutional capacity development and establishing of co-operation in or-
der to implement the best technical and management decisions avail-
able. The Conference was also aimeded at collecting facts and good
practices for increasing the awareness and the attention to the water
loss problem by politicians and water managers.

Main themes of this year's Conference on water losses were:

1. Innovative decisions for reducing the physical water losses
2. Problems with reducing the commercial water losses
3. Setting realistic goals: how to maintain results
4. Problems related to the economical aspect of leakage

Technical exhibition

Providers and producers of innovative technical solutions for detection
and control of water losses, leakage control and used water measure-
ment were invited to present their products and methodologies in the
technical exhibition, which took place in Inter Expo Center, Vihren Hall.
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International Automotive Conference

8-10 October 2013 - Sofia, Bulgaria

The ACB International Automotive Conference (IACB) was one of the first
large-scale automotive events in Bulgaria. The conference discussed new
market opportunities in South East Europe with a special focus on Bulgar-
ia. IACB gather leaders of the industry in Western and Eastern Europe and
the Far East who highlighted their successful experiences and discussed
key issues in developing new markets. This 3-day event featured senior-
level speakers from top automotive companies among which Daimler, Volk-
swagen, BMW, Porsche, Great Wall, Johnson Controls, Wurth Elektronik
IBE and many others and drawn an audience close to 300. The IACB
offered exclusive panel discussions, multifaceted contact areas and high-
quality information exchange on business set-up and local development
strategies. Furthermore, in a special one-day factory tour the delegates
were able to visit the production lines of international automotive compa-
nies and build a better understanding of the sites' performance potential.

The president opened the first automotive conference

The President of the Republic of Bulgaria Rosen Plevneliev opened the
International Automotive Conference 2013 which took place at the Sofia
Event Center (Paradise Center). The event is the first of its kind forum
that brings together over 100 representatives of leading automotive
OEMs and suppliers. The conference is organized by the Automotive
Cluster Bulgaria (ACB). "I am happy to open the first of its kind automo-
tive conference which gives possibilities for the development of the auto-
motive industry in Bulgaria in the future. No doubt it contributes to the
economic prosperity in each country. The European Union is the largest
carmaker in the world and I am glad that Bulgaria also takes its place in
the automotive chain. 20 billion euro for innovations is being invested in
this sector in Europe. In the 80s Bulgaria was one of the 30 most devel-
oped industrial countries, so let us not underestimate the capacity and
ability of schools and universities to provide qualified personnel. Besides
the Automotive Cluster, the Cluster of Information Technologies is also
very successful in our country, providing 35,000 job openings and ser-
vicing 140 companies nationwide", the President said.

Currently there are over 140 companies in BG that export products
and technologies for the automotive industry worldwide. "I could list
many examples, such as the Great Wall factory in Lovech, the Auto-
motive Leather Company for the production of leather seats for BMW,
the Yazaki factory in Yambol, a second one will soon be opened in
the country. Melexis is also recognized as the most high-tech com-
pany in the country with 600 million BGN turnover. Festo is building a
second factory in Sofia and will increase its staff from 550 to 1500.
Johnson Controls has a development center with 550 engineers,
working in Sofia", Plevneliev said.

The advantages in investment in bulgaria were presented

Advantages and disadvantages of investing in Bulgaria were present-

ed in the International Automotive Conference in a panel moderated by
Svetoslav Mladenov, Executive Director of the Investment Agency. "Bul-
garia has many advantages as a strategic location, very low wages; flat
income tax 10% and 0% for regions with low unemployment. Investors
receive shorten administrative procedure by one-third, also financial as-
sistance for training employees to acquire vocational training and infra-
structure development. By the end of the year we will have 50 working
factories in the automotive industry.", said Mladenov.

His statement was confirmed by Mr. Alexander Uzunov, Head Key Projects
at Behr-Hella Thermocontrol. The company invests in construction of a new
plant for auto parts in Bozhurishte, close to Sofia for 42.5 million lev. "We
have looked at more than 50 locations in Europe and we took into account
several factors such as quantity, quality, logistics, payroll, stability, legislation.
We have received support by the Bulgarian government. We were thinking
also of Macedonia, but chose not to take it because of our specific needs. For
example proximity to international airport, as it is in Sofia.", said Uzunov.
According to the professional, Bulgaria must do more to improve the image of
the country for foreigners on their first arrival.

Dr. Mitko Vassilev, CEO of the German-Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce,
presented analysis, according to which 75% of the 78 German companies in
the country would invest again and are satisfied with its operations in the
country. "The result is good and positive, but still low when compared to other
countries. SMEs have a huge potential for development. In Germany there
are more than 400 supporting programs; in Bulgaria we still don't have such
amount. Yes, there is corruption, as well as in Germany, but last year there
was no change in the right direction." said Vassilev.

Mr. Marcel Schwab from Ernst & Young promised assistance to all
companies that are preparing to invest in Bulgaria. "We can help the
companies with information about the legislation system. Bulgaria is
much better country as what pictures are showing abroad. Companies
feel these advantages and we support them. Here are coming investors
who need low-cost productivity and highly qualified staff. I am telling
them to invest the difference of lower taxes, compared with other places,
in training. This will have a very quick return on investment. People are
very well educated in the schools, but not in the technical sense. I think
many still do not prefer Bulgaria as a destination because of ignorance."




